Milwaukee and Rock River Canal/Lake Koshkonong Canal (Abandoned unfinished)

CANAL: Rock River

STATE/PROVINCE: Wisconsin

COUNTIES: Milwaukee, Waukesha, Jefferson

LOCATION (Endpoints of Canal):

TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS: Yes - Color enclosed

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE: The canal was planned to spread 59 miles and

IN酒N IN USE:

LENGTH:

SLACKWATER:

TOTAL:

ELEVATIONS:

LIFT LOCKS

No. / Size:

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:

in good condition

REFERENCES:

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SUMMARY:

Hoard Historical Museum

Asst. Merchant

Fort Atkinson, Wisc. '53535

ень references in all of our daily histories

EXISTING OR RECOMMENDED LANDMARK STATUS (CEHR, National Register, etc.):

REPORTER'S NAME & ADDRESS: H. Smart, Curator

RETURN TO: CANAL INDEX COMMITTEE, c/o F. H. STOTT, HAINES ROAD, MOUNT KISCO, NY 10549